The adiabatic approximation and reaction-coordinate method is applied to the quasiclassical description of nanostructures. In a two-electron model quantum dot, the Schrödinger equation is solved in the vicinity of the transition path connecting two equivalent potential-energy minima. 
Introduction
Quantum dots are artificially created localizing pockets that confine a small number of electrons by restricting their motion along all three spatial dimensions [1] [2] [3] . The physics of such dots is determined by the balance of three basic ingredients: the confining potential, the interparticle Coulomb repulsion, and the magnetic field. It is possible to realize various limiting cases, whereby the importance of one of these parameters may be overwhelming, or alternatively, the properties of a dot may be set by an interplay between several of them. of the kinetic energy which is the only truly quantummechanical term. The classical limit is realized either in large (that is, low-density) quantum dots or at high magnetic fields which are known to effectively freeze out the kinetic energy. Both the mentioned factors enhance the relative importance of the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons [4] thus paving way for the Wigner crystallization [5] .
A recent experiment [6] performed on a purely classical system of charged metallic balls confirmed that an ordered structure of concentric rings is indeed realized. A periodic table of classical two-dimensional systems confined by a parabolic potential was presented by Bedanov and Peeters [7] . One of the most intriguing questions, still largely open, is the nature of melting of Wigner crystal; that is, the transition from an electron solid to a quantum liquid-like phase.
In a series of earlier publications [8] [9] [10] , we developed a quasiclassical theory of strongly correlated quantum dots. This theory is based on the observation that in the extreme classical limit only the deepest minimum of the potential landscape is relevant. When the effective electron interaction (set by the applied magnetic field) is not infinitely strong, the electrons feature some dynamics which are restricted to the vicinity of this potential minimum. This fact brought us to a natural idea to take into account only the quadratic expansion of the potential around the equilibrium configuration. This approximation enabled us to construct a rather simple quasiclassical theory of quantum dots: We replaced the complicated many-electron Schrödinger equation with a much simpler quadratic matrix equation (the Riccati equation) [9] . Solution of this equation determines the parameters of the wavefunction, which is itself a combination of Gaussians.
It turns out, however, that the simple quadratic expansion of the potential is not always trustworthy. It fails whenever there are two nearby potential minima separated by a relatively low potential barrier, and we adopt the term competing minima to refer to this situation.
As a matter of fact, when the number of electrons in a dot increase, the number of local minima grows exponentially, and the potential barriers separating the neighboring minima become low. Thus, turning one's attention to larger  containing more electrons  quantum dots one inevitably has to face the problem of multiple potential minima.
One example of this phenomenon has already been encountered in the five-electron parabolic dot. Here, two configurations that correspond to a local potential-energy minimum are possible: (i) all five electrons may be distributed on a pentagonal ring, or (ii) four electrons may form a square ring with an additional electron placed into the center of the dot. In this particular case it is easy to show that the five-fold configuration is the most energetically favorable one, and the two configurations are still separated by a rather large potential barrier.
The goal of the present work is to discuss the quasiclassical description of a correlated electron system featuring several neighboring potential minima which lead to the appearance of low-energy structural transitions. The basic idea of our approach is simple: The electron system can transit from one minimum to another by following a minimum-energy trajectory from one of the minima to the nearest transition point of the potential landscape, and then descending towards the other equilibrium configuration. As in chemistry, we shall use the term transition or reaction path to describe the resulting trajectory. This scenario resembles the motion of a mountain hiker taking the easiest path from one valley to another. Note, however, that despite this obvious analogy one must keep in mind that the transition path of a many-electron system is defined in a multidimensional configurational space and thus not as easily visualized. We split the problem into two basic tasks: First, one must develop an algorithm that locates the transition points of the potential energy in the configuration space. Once such a point is found, the reaction path is obtained immediately  this path consists of two steepest-descent trajectories leading to the two corresponding minima. These trajectories are straightforward to compute numerically. The second and more challenging task is the solution the Schrödinger equation in the vicinity of the obtained reaction path. Our paper has the following structure. Sec. 2 reviews the algorithm employed to search for the transition points, Sec. 3 presents the used model of the quantum dot, and Sec. 4 describes to solution of the Schrödinger equation in the vicinity of the reaction path and discussion of the obtained electron charge density distributions.
Transition points and reaction paths
Let us begin with a general discussion of the algorithm used to locate the transition points. A number of computational approaches to this problem has been developed and published [11, 12] . In our work we chose to employ the adapted parabolic extrapolation scheme which has proven to be sufficiently stable and efficient when applied to fewelectron quantum dots. We consider the potential V ( ) as a function of vector = { } = { A transition point in this potential energy landscape is akin to a minimum (or a maximum) as all of these points are stationary and are defined by equating the potentialenergy gradient to zero
Various stationary points may be conveniently classified according to the nature of the matrix of their second derivatives, which is commonly referred to as the Hessian
at the point in question. This matrix is symmetric, therefore, it can always be diagonalized by performing an orthogonal rotation of the coordinate axes. If all the obtained eigenvalues are positive (negative), the considered stationary point is a minimum (maximum). Besides the extrema, there are various saddle points characterized by a certain number of both positive and negative eigenvalues 1 . We are interested in the transition points, that is, those saddle points where the Hessian has exactly one negative eigenvalue, and all remaining eigenvalues are positive. The extrema are easy to find. Using the first-order scheme to search for a minimum, one relies on the technique of steepest descent whereby the working point moves according to
Replacing the continuous time with a discreet step number and introducing a step-size control parameter we write the iteration scheme
In principle, this is an acceptable, although not practical, algorithm since it slows down critically when the workingpoint trajectory comes close to a separatrix. This drawback motivates the introduction of the secondorder scheme which utilizes a two-term Taylor expansion of the potential
where the vector F is the gradient of the potential, and the symbol stands for the Hessian matrix. Thus one approximates the behavior of the potential by a multidimensional parabola whose minimum is given by the equation
Formally solving and discretizing this equation, one arrives at an improved iteration rule
which forms the basis of our algorithm. In order to test and illustrate the above-described scheme we considered a model two-dimensional potential In the isotropic case (γ = 0) the potential (8) has a degenerate minimum on the circle = 1. A small anisotropy (we shall use the value γ = 0 2) slightly deforms the circle and produces a shallow minimum at the location 0 = (1 095 0) shown by a blue dot in Fig. 1 . The solid red curve marks the separatrix that connects this minimum with its mirror image at˜ 0 = (−1 095 0). This point is not visible in Fig. 1 , since due to the symmetry of the potential we show only one quarter of the full -plane. The separatrix crosses the saddle point at S = (0 0 894) and plays the role of the reaction path. The model potential also has a maximum max at the origin. The series of solid blue dots show the trajectory of the first-order scheme. We see that despite its slow convergence, the trajectory starting at any point X quickly approaches the separatrix. Thus, the first-order scheme may be used to find the separatrix in the vicinity of a saddle point.
The series of open squares, circles and triangles connected by dashed lines show the trajectories obtained in the second-order scheme. We see that convergence is fast and that the trajectory may arrive at any of the stationary points (not necessarily the minimum). One may verify that the algorithm converges to the stationary point that has the same signature of the Hessian as the initial condition. In our two-dimensional model the Hessian has two eigenvalues, and we denote the greater (smaller) by +(−) . Areas corresponding to the different signatures of the Hessian are separated by dashed cyan lines (obtained by zeroing one of these eigenvalues: + = 0 or − = 0) and labelled by numbers. This observation hints at a possible modification of the algorithm to make sure that it always converges to the transition point. The trick is to add an extra parabolic term to the potential at the working point
This additional term does not affect the locations of the stationary points [see Eq. (1)], however, the eigenvalues of the effective Hessian are shifted by γ. Eq. (6) is now replaced with
and the iteration rule becomes
Looking for a minimum we must make sure that both shifted eigenvalues are positive. This may be achieved by demanding that once the shift is applied the greater eigenvalue is twice as big as the smaller one, that is,
The solution of this equation suggests the choice
Likewise, looking for a transition point we require that the shifted eigenvalues differ only in sign ( + −γ) = −( − −γ) and therefore
The results these two tests are shown in Fig. 2 and confirm the expectation that the trajectories of the shiftedeigenvalue scheme converge to the desired stationary point starting from any initial condition, that is, independently of the signature of the Hessian at the starting point.
Model of quantum dot
We illustrate the quantum description of the above reaction path in the case when the energy difference between the transition point and minimum is rather small. This is what enables us to treat this excitation as a soft mode. We shall employ a simple model consisting of a two-dimensional parabolic quantum dot represented by the dimensionless Hamiltonian
For this example we use the symbol to denote the 2D vector coordinate for each electron. The above form of the Hamiltonian is obtained by scaling the coordinates and energies in order to remove the constants in front of the single-particle terms. The sole remaining dimensionless parameter λ then determines the relative importance of the Coulomb repulsions between the electrons. Its value is given by the ratio of the quantum-dot size 0 , to the effective Bohr radius B λ = 0
Here, is the effective electron mass, ε is the dielectric permittivity of the medium, and ω 0 is the characteristic frequency of the parabolic confining potential. The values of the material parameters for a typical host semiconductor GaAs are as follows: The effective electron mass is = 0 067 (with being the bare electron mass) and ε ≈ 13. Thus we see that the effective Bohr radius is around B ≈ 10 nm. The confinement energy and length, and consequently the interaction constant, may be varied in a rather wide range. We concentrate on the ground state of the Hamiltonian (14) since measurements are carried out at low temperatures.
For the sake of clarity we confine our discussion to the simplest two-electron quantum dot. In this model the soft mode is induced by applying an additional in-plane electric field F whose role is to eliminate the rotational symmetry and the degeneracy of the ground state. Note, however, that if the confinement was perfectly parabolic such a field would only trivially shift the center of the dot, therefore, we must include an extra quartic potential term. This term takes into account the non-parabolicity of the confining potential which is frequently present in realistic quantum dots as well as taken into account in theoretical modelling [13] . Thus, the total Hamiltonian of the simplified two-electron quantum dot reads
Here, 1 and 2 are the coordinates of the two electrons. F stands for the dimensionless electric field parallel to the -axis, measured in 0 / ω 0 units, and α is the parameter of nonparabolicity, defined as a ratio of the strength of the extra quartic term to the parabolic term at the dot edge. This ratio is of order unity for 0 ∼ 160 nm [13] . The adopted model features three parameters that may influence the formation and melting of the Wigner crystal in the quantum dot. Most of the time, in our calculations we vary the most easily tunable electric-field strength F , while keeping the values of the non-parabolicity and the Coulomb interaction strength fixed at, respectively, α = 10 and λ = 20. However, when there is a need to clearly demonstrate the effects of the Coulomb repulsion we compare results obtained with several different values of λ. We use the technique described in the previous Section to determine the transition paths in the biased two-electron quantum dot. As a matter of fact, the reaction paths of many-electron quantum dots are multidimensional curves. Even for a two-electron two-dimensional quantum dot the reaction path is a curve defined in a four-dimensional space whose direct visualization is not feasible. One of the possible ways to represent this trajectory is to draw a separate trajectory for each electron. This visualization shows the structure of a quantum dot even though the information about the relative position of the electrons is lost. The reaction paths in two-electron quantum dots with the Coulomb repulsion parameters λ = 1 and λ = 20 are shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the two stars denote the positions of the electrons which correspond to the potential-energy minimum, while the square symbols denote the transition point. At this point, the potential energy attains its highest value on the reaction path. In this model the appearance of two competing minima is due to the possibility of swapping the positions of the two electrons. In panel a) the Coulomb repulsion is relatively weak (λ = 1), thus, the reaction path is strongly displaced by the external electric field. On the contrary, panel b) is produced using a relatively large value λ = 20, and the strong Coulomb repulsion restores the circular shape of the transition trajectory.
Schrödinger equation
We now turn to the full quantum-mechanical problem, that is, to the solution of the Schrödinger equation in the vicinity of the classical transition path, obtained in the previous Section.
The first step is the introduction of a convenient coordinate system. In analogy to quantum-chemical applications, we define the reaction coordinate ξ: For any point on the reaction path the reaction coordinate is equal to distance (measured along the path) of this point from some reference point, and we choose one of the competing minima to act as the origin. For points that do not lie on the reaction path, the reaction coordinate is determined by using its projection onto the reaction path.
The remaining three coordinate axes, η 1 , η 2 and η 3 , are directed along the eigenvectors of the Hessian calculated on the reaction path. As a matter of fact, the transition path is curved, therefore, the constructed coordinate system is not unique. However, due to the softness of the reaction mode, the wavefunction decays rapidly in the perpendicular directions. This implies that the coordinate system is relevant only in the immediate vicinity of the reaction path. Thus by diagonalizing the Hessian at each point of the reaction path it is possible to construct a locally orthogonal coordinate system whose Lamé coefficients may be regarded as constants equal to unity and the Laplacian takes the simple form
The behavior of the potential on the reaction path and the Hessian were determined numerically. The computed potential has the expected features: As each of the electrons makes a complete circle along the reaction path the potential values attain two maxima and two minima corresponding to the transition points and the equilibrium configurations. Since the reaction path is cyclic, the final point is identical with the origin. We observed that the energy oscillations are indeed much smaller than the total energy per electron, and the behavior of the potential energy in a strongly correlated quantum dot (λ = 20) is virtually indistinguishable from a cosine function. Thus the approximate potential energy in the introduced coordinate system is
Here ω represents the characteristic frequencies (excluding the lowest one), is half of the potential barrier height, and ν is the wave number describing its oscillation along the reaction path. Obviously, ν = 2π/ where is the length of the reaction path. In view of the above results, the Hamiltonian may be written
The characteristic frequencies depend on the reaction coordinate ξ, and it turns out that this dependence may be approximated by a harmonic function as well
where ω * is a constant term. The degrees of freedom may be classified into slow motion along the reaction path (the soft mode) and fast oscillations in the perpendicular direction. Thus the Hamiltonian (19) may be solved using the adiabatic approximation.
We first solve the Schrödinger equation for the fast subsystem while the value of the slow coordinate is frozen
The ground-state solution of this (harmonic oscillator) equation is a product of three Gaussians
where stands for the unspecified normalizing factor. As the next step, we solve the differential equation for the slow subsystem:
The solution of this differential equation is a Mathieu function. Thus, the total wavefunction of the system is a product of a Mathieu function and three Gaussians 
We present the result as the electron-density distribution, which is an observable quantity and was recently probed in an experiment [14, 15] . When the rotational symmetry is broken, the electron density directly demonstrates the formation of a Wigner crystal. In our case, the rotation of the quantum dot as a whole is stopped by the external electric field. In some theoretical calculations performed on circular quantum dots the rotational symmetry is quenched by the computational procedure [3] .
The charge density at a given point is equal to the expectation value of the quantum-mechanical charge density operatorρ
Taking into account the indistinguishability of the electrons the expression of the charge density becomes ρ( ) = The charge densities for the two-electron quantum dot with λ = 20 and α = 10 were calculated numerically and shown in Fig. 4 . The four panels  reading from left to right and from top to bottom  show the evolution of the electron distribution as the strength of the in-plane electric field increases. One clearly sees how the twopeak structure of the Wigner crystallite emerges from a quantum liquid background.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a quasiclassical theory of quantum dots based on the identification and sepapration of a soft mode. This approach removes the drawbacks of earlier theories based on the quadratic expansion of the potential around the equilibrium configuration and is applicable to liquid-like quantum dots.
